Abstract: Stochastic word models based on hidden Markov modeling (HMM) techniques are commonly used for speech recognition and are increasingly being used for speech synthesis. An alternate technique for generating stochastic word models based on Maximum Likelihood Continuity Mapping m~OM) will be presented. MALCOM generates a stochastic model of speech assuming 1) that speech sounds are periodically emitted as a point moves smoothly through a low-dimensional space called a continuity map (CM), and 2) that the sound emitted at time t is a probabilistic function of the position of the point at time t. The assumptions underlying MALCOM are intended to mimic speech production in that 1) speech sounds are produced as the articulators move slowly through a low-dimensional articulator space, and 2) the speech sound produced at time t is a function of the articulator positions at time t. We will show how to find CM trajectories (analogous to articulator trajectories) corresponding to a known sequence of phonemes. A preliminary test of the theory will be presented, in which articulator trajectories estimated from phonetic transcriptions of spoken words and the temporal positions of the phoneme centers, are compared to measured articulator trajectories.
INTRODUCTION
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are the among the most widely used tools in speech processing, despite the fact that it is difficult to find commonalities between the generative models assumed by HMMs and the actual processes underlying speech production. Much of the success of HMMs is due to the stochastic nature of the models and to the fact that they can be trained on large volumes of data. These properties me not unique to HMMs, however. Maximum Likelihood Continuity Mapping (MALCOM), outlined below, is also a stochastic model with learning rules that allow training on large volumes of data (1). The main difference between MALCOM models and HMMs is that the model underlying MALCOM is intended to incorporate important constraints on articulator motions, and therefore better reflect the generative processes underlying speech. In so doing, MALCOM starts to bridge the gap between research efforts aimed at representing speech phenomena with stochastic models and efforts aimed at understanding speech production,
MALCOM
The MALCOM algorithm has been describd in other documents, so will only be briefly reviewed here. MALCOM assumes that the window of speech at time t is represented by vector quantization~Q) code, c(t), where c(t) is one of the codes in the set [cl, C2,... c~]. The identity of code c(t) is assumed to be a probabilistic function of one or more unobservable, smoothly moving, distal objects (e.g. articulators). The positions of the objects at t w represented by a vector, x(t), in a multidimensional space spanning the possible object positions. MALCOM further assumes that there are probability density functions, P(xlc,), which give the probability that the unobservable position x is the position from which an observed code, c,, was produced.
Given the distributions, P(xlc,) for all i, and the a priori probabilities, P(ci), of observing code c, for all i, Bayes' law can be used to find the probability of cde c, being prduced given that the distal object is at position x. By adding a conditional independence assumption --the probability of observing ctie c(t) is dependent on x(t) but not on any previous or subsequent codes --it is possible to find the probability of a whole squence of codes, deno(cd c, given a sequence of continuity map positions, X, that make up a path through the continuity map. Thus, assuming we know P(xlci) and P(c,) for all i, it is possible to find the X most likely to have produced any c by using standard constrianed maximization techniques.
Fortunately, it is also possible to estimate P(xlc,) and P(c,) given a training data set composed only of sequences of codes --no articulator measurements are needed. men estimating the P(xlc,) distributions without articulator measurement, the x positions no longer necessarily correspond to articulator positions.
Instead, the x positions Iic in an abstract space called a Conti)~uity Map (CM). The P(xlci) and P(c,) values can be estimated by iteratively repeating two steps: 1) given some initial estimate of P(xlci) and P(ci), find the paths (X values) most likely to have produced each sequence of codes in the training dam, 2) given the most likely paths, modify P(xlc,) and P(c,) to increase the probability of the sequences of codes in the training data. MALCOM comprises these steps. Although positions in the CM could have nothing in common with articulator positions, in one study a probabilistic mapping between Ci values and x found using a variant of MALCOM was closely related to a mapping between Ci and measured tongue dorsum positions (2).
GENERATING CONTINUITY MAP TRAJECTORIES FOR WORDS
Given the continuity map path corresponding to a word, the path could be used as part of a speech synthesis algorithm in a way that is analogous to recently developed methods for doing speech synthesis using hidden Markov models (3) . That is, the continuity map path could be used to find the most probable sequence of VQ codes, and the sequence of VQ codes could be used to synthesize speech. As explained below, given an adequate training data set, it is possible to use MALCOM-like techniqes to find the most likely continuity map path for any word.
Consider a training data set composed of phonetically labeled acoustic signals, where the number of words in the data set is W, each word is described as a sequence of phonemes, q = [q(l), q (2) Using MALCOM, we can find a probabilistic mapping between the vector quantization codes and distributions over positions in the continuity map using only the sequences of vector quantimtion codes. Given the mapping found by MALCOM, the most likely paths through the continuity map for each sequence of codes, i.e., for each word, can be found. Since the phoneme labels are time aligned with the continuity map trajectories, it is also possible to find distributions over the continuity map positions that correspond to each phoneme, i.e., P(xlq,). Note the similarity between the problems: 1) finding a path through a continuity map given a sequence of codes and the P(xlci) distributions, and 2) finding the path through the continuity map given a sequence of phonemes and the P(xlq,) distributions.
Having noted this similarity, it is relatively easy to see how the techniques used in MALCOM can be extended to the problem of finding trajectories corresponding to words, i.e., finding the X that maximizes P(qlX).
EXPERIMENT
While MALCOM was designed for data sets that do not contain articulator measurements, one way to test the validity of some of MALCOM'S assumptions is to see how well measured articulator paths can be estimated using P(xlq,) distributions derived from articulator measurements. The accuracy of the estimated paths will be discussed at the conference.
